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We address the general question of the extent to which the hydrodynamic behaviour of microscopic freely
fluctuating objects can be reproduced by macrosopic rigid objects. In particular, we compare the
sedimentation speeds of knotted DNA molecules undergoing gel electrophoresis to the sedimentation
speeds of rigid stereolithographic models of ideal knots in both water and silicon oil. We find that the
sedimentation speeds grow roughly linearly with the average crossing number of the ideal knot
configurations, and that the correlation is stronger within classes of knots. This is consistent with previous
observations with DNA knots in gel electrophoresis.
G
el electrophoresis of knotted DNA molecules revealed that DNA molecules of the same length, but
forming different knot types, separate into specific bands1–3. More complex knots migrated quicker than
less complex ones and the migration speed was increasing linearly with the average crossing number
(ACN) of the corresponding knots in their ideal configurations4,5. Ideal knots are defined as axial paths of shortest
possible unit-radius cylindrical tubes that can still form a knot of a given type6–12. The average crossing number for
a rigid curve in space is defined as the average number of crossings perceived when that curve is observed from all
possible directions13. For a randomly fluctuating curve in space, such as the axial path of a DNA molecule
undergoing a thermal motion, the average crossing number can be obtained by averaging overmany independent
configurations observed from a randomly chosen direction. Of course, thermally fluctuating DNA knots do not
take ideal shapes, but can be considered as fluctuating around their ideal configuration. Monte Carlo simulations
of fluctuating polymer chains forming different knot types revealed, for example, that the average writhe of a
polymer forming a given knot is practically the same as the writhe of the corresponding ideal knot6, and their
migration distance in simulations of gel electrophoresis also correlates with their ACN14,15.
Although the ACN of freely fluctuating polymers increases with their length, if DNAmolecules with the same
length form two different knots, the difference in their average crossing number is practically the same as the
difference between average crossing numbers of the corresponding ideal knots6. The average crossing number is a
frequently used and studied descriptor in the field of polymer topology as its value is scale invariant16–19. It is
intuitively clear that the higher the average crossing number of a polymer chain of a given length the higher is the
compaction of the polymer. The average crossing number is a good measure of polymer compaction since for
simulated DNAmolecules of the same length, but forming different knot types, their respective average crossing
numbers were proportional to their calculated sedimentation coefficients5.
Since rigid ideal configurations of knots seem to capture several characteristics of freely fluctuating knots of the
same type, such as their mean writhe6, we decided to use stereolithography technique to manufacture mac-
roscopic models of various knots consisting of a rod of circular cross section centered at axial trajectories of
corresponding ideal knots in order to study their hydrodynamic behavior while sedimenting in liquids of various
viscosities. Although DNA knots that revealed the linear dependence between their electrophoretic mobility and
their average crossing number had the length diameter ratio on the order of one thousand, in our models we set
this ratio to 60. This permitted us to have objects that were relatively sturdy and thus were not breaking when
removing them from the viscous silicon oil. Usage of relatively large diameter (0.5 cm) of cylinders following the
axial trajectories of ideal knots permitted us also to diminish the relative error in shape rendering by the stereo-
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important for us to be able to associate the observed differences of
sedimentation speeds of different knots just to their different average
crossing number and not to other factors like their weight differ-
ences, for example. In addition, we wanted to investigate whether the
linear relation between average crossing number of various knots and
their sedimentation speed is more general and thus extends also to
knots made out of relatively thick tubes.
Results
By trying different starting orientations, we identified at least one
stable hydrodynamic axis for the majority of the knots. Several knots
showed two different stable axes, which they could take depending
on the starting orientation of their fall in the tank (see Fig 2). For the
ideal knots 31, 41, 51, 61, 71 and 77 that were the subject of an ana-
lytical study aimed to predict their hydrodynamic axes20, we were
pleased to notice that the orientations observed in our experiments
corresponded to the predicted one (Supplementary movies S1 and S2
show the knot 51 sedimenting along two different stable axes).
The knot 41 was somewhat peculiar because it was flipping con-
tinuously from one metastable position to another one (see movie
S3). We noted also that some of the ideal knots did not show any
rotation during the sedimentation, such as the knot 818 (see movie
S4). This is presumably the consequence of the fact that the ideal
configuration of this achiral knot is identical to its mirror image.
Chirality and rotation during sedimentation are correlated.
Moreover, we also observed that right- and left-handed 31 knots were
rotating in opposite directions when sedimenting along the corres-
ponding hydrodynamic axes (see movie S5). The movements of
right- and left-handed ideal 31 knots just looked like mirror images
of each other. We also studied the rotation of ideal composite knots
with 31 right-handed (31R) and left-handed (31L) knots: 31L#31R
(square knot) and respectively 31R#31R (granny knot). We observed
that the achiral composite knot 31L#31R did not rotate (see movie S6)
whereas that the chiral one 31R#31R showed a quick rotation (see
movie S7). Note that similar to 818 knot, the ideal configuration of
31L#31R is superimposable with its mirror image.
Table 1 lists sedimentation speeds of different knots in water and
silicon oil, respectively. As aforementioned, some knots were
observed to adopt two different stable orientations during sedi-













Figure 1 | Pictures of sedimenting knot models taken from the top (a,c-f)
and side (b) of the sedimentation tank (g). The knot types are indicated in
the respective panels. The sedimentation tank is 200 cm high, has a
diameter of 50 cm, and has a total capacity of 400 liters.
Figure 2 | Ideal knots shown along their stable sedimentation axes. Some
knots are shown twice as they had two stable sedimentation axes. Ideal
unknot (not shown) consisted of a perfectly regular 30 cm long ring made
out of 0.5 cm thick cylindrical tube.
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specific speed. In Table 1 these knots have three characteristic speed
values, where vs and vf denote the speeds in orientations resulting in a
slower and faster sedimentation, respectively, and va denote the
average speed between the former two speeds. For knots for which
we observed only one preferential orientation, we treat the observed
speed as the average speed (va) for a given knot. The same applies to
knots that did not reach a stable orientation during sedimentation
and constantly tumbled during the fall.
Obviously, the sedimentation speed ismuch larger inwater than in
viscous silicon oil, however we are rather interested here in the ratio
of sedimentation speeds of different knots in the same medium. We
therefore normalize the reported velocities by the average velocity va
of the unknot in a givenmedium. Figure 3.a,b shows the relationship
between the normalized average sedimentation speeds of different
knots in water and oil, respectively, and the ACN of the correspond-
ing knots. We find that the sedimentation speed increases with the
average crossing number (see Fig. 3). As could be expected, the
differences of normalized speeds of different knots are much larger
in oil than in water but the general trend is similar.
Discussion
Comparing our experimental results with numerical simulations of
the sedimentation process for the shapes of ideal knots, reported by
Gonzalez et al.20, we see a somewhat larger scattering of the data
around the linear trend (see Fig. 5 in Ref. 20). Presumably the main
source of discrepancy is that our average sedimentation speed was
obtained by a straightforward average over speeds obtained in two
stable orientations, whereas Gonzalez et al. in their simulations were
able to take into account the relative frequency with which the two
stable orientations were attained. However, if we take into account
only the knots analyzed by Gonzalez et al.20, i.e. 31, 41, 51, 61, 71 and
77, the latter knots agree significantly better with a linear relation
with the ACN than some of the other knots we analyzed.
Also in the gel electrophoresis experiments that gave rise to the
observation that the electrophoretic migration speeds of various
DNA knots increases with their ACN, the studied knots belonged
only to two families of knots, i.e. torus and twist knots, which include
31, 41, 51, 52, 61, 71, 72, 81, 91, 92, and 101 knots5. If we look only at the
speeds of the 31, 41, 51, 52, 61, 71, 72, 81, 91, 92 knots, they also show a
much smaller scatter around the linear relation. The slow mean
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Figure 3 | Relationship between the relative sedimentation speeds and
the average crossing numbers of ideal knot models sedimenting in water
(a) and silicon oil (b), respectively. The relative sedimentation speed is the
ratio between the average sedimentation speed of a given knot and the
average sedimentation speed of unknot in the same liquid.
Table 1 | Sedimentation speed in cm/s in water (vw) and in oil (vo) for the various knots. The indices s, f, and a indicate slow, fast and
average speeds. The sedimentation speeds normalized by the unknot 01 are shown for water vwa
.




















01 12.83 17.09 14.96 1.000 1.40 1.82 1.61 1.000
31 15.65 15.65 1.046 2.24 2.56 2.40 1.491
41 16.52 16.52 1.104 2.77 2.77 1.720
51 17.49 18.81 18.15 1.213 2.70 2.96 2.83 1.758
52 19.04 19.04 1.273 2.91 2.98 2.95 1.832
61 18.69 19.04 18.87 1.261 3.12 3.15 3.13 1.944
63 18.23 19.48 18.86 1.261 3.22 3.22 3.22 2.000
71 18.23 18.23 1.219 3.01 3.26 3.13 1.944
72 20.57 20.57 1.375 3.22 3.36 3.29 2.043
77 19.54 19.54 1.306 3.40 3.40 2.112
81 19.93 19.93 1.332 3.47 3.47 2.155
83 19.04 19.04 1.273 3.36 3.36 2.087
85 20.76 20.76 1.388 3.61 3.61 2.242
89 19.67 19.67 1.315 3.43 3.43 2.130
817 19.61 19.61 1.311 3.50 3.61 3.55 2.205
818 21.06 21.06 1.408 3.57 3.57 2.217
819 19.27 19.27 1.288 3.15 3.15 1.957
820 18.63 18.63 1.245 3.33 3.34 2.075
821 16.80 16.80 1.123 3.08 3.61 3.34 2.075
91 20.47 20.47 1.368 3.33 3.33 2.068
92 21.36 21.36 1.428 3.68 3.68 2.286
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hydrodynamic axis was unstable and we measured only the speed
resulting from the orientation resulting in a slower sedimentation.
Also the slow speed of 821 in water most likely resulted from the fact
that its faster hydrodynamic was unstable.
Our experiments showed that there is a general correlation
between the sedimentation speed of rigid ideal knots and their
ACN. However, this correlation applies better to knots belonging
to the same family, like twist knots for example, as supported also
by further simulations of ideal knots21, where knots belonging to the
same family like 31, 51, 61, and 71 show a nearly perfect linear relation
between their sedimentation speed and their ACN.
An interesting question is whether the quasi-linear relation
between sedimentation speed and average crossing number of ideal
knots would also hold for models with vanishing thickness. We
expect it to be the case. Our expectation is based on the fact that
knotted DNA molecules show linear increase of gel migration with
their ACN and knotted DNAmolecules are very thin and thus have a
much larger length to diameter ratio than our models. In addition, in
simulation studies aimed to reproduce sedimentation of knotted
DNAmolecules the sedimentation coefficient was increasing linearly
with the ACN of the modeled DNA molecules with the same chain
length5.
Methods
The models were made of a rigid epoxy resin of density 1.2 g/ml. The tubes forming
knots of different topological types, had the same length (30 cm) and diameter
(0.5 cm), and hence the same volume (5.89 cm3) and weight (7 g). The stereolitho-
graphy technique of manufacture using epoxy resin has an error at the surface of less
than 2–3% of the diameter of the tube. The small imperfections of the stereolitho-
graphy led to a measured weight dispersion smaller than 1%. The ideal knot models
were immersed and gently released into a transparent plexiglass tank (see Fig 1g) that
was filled either with water or with a silicon oil. The individual models were released
in orientations that were close to analytically predicted stable axes of sedimentations
for a given knot20. The majority of investigated knots quickly reached a stable
orientation along one of their hydrodynamic axes. We observed which of the
hydrodynamic axes coincided with the direction of the sedimentation and measured
sedimentation speeds. To avoid spurious pressure effects induced by the vicinity of
the sedimenting model to the bottom of the tube, and to avoid the initial accelerating
phase and perturbation due to the release, we discarded the first and last 20 cm of
every run. For knots that end up in a stable orientation during the sedimentation, the
20 cm distance was sufficient to reach this orientation. Sedimentation runs were
captured by two digital cameras, which were placed at the top and on the side of the
tube.
We have used two fluids for the sedimentation experiments: water, where the
Reynolds number for the speed considered in this work is estimated to be around the
laminar flow regime (< 2000), and a silicon oil, with a density close to water and
kinematic viscosity of n 5 1000 ctS with Reynolds number of approximately 0.01,
which is below the Stokes flow regime (Re < 0.1). In order to further quantify the
proximity to the Stokes regime for experiments performed with silicon oil, we used a
sphere of epoxy resin (same weight and volume as the ideal knot models) that we
released in silicon oil. In the limit of a Stokes flow and in an infinitemedium, the speed
of a sphere is: v5 2gr2 (rsphere2 roil)/qgoil, where goil is the dynamical viscosity of the
oil, r the radius of the sphere, g the gravitational acceleration. Using the appropriate
constants, we get a theoretical prediction in the Stokes regime of v 5 5.7426 cm/s
(with a 1000 ctS oil), and it compares extremely well to the measurement v5 5.69(2)
cm/s, which confirms that we are close to the Stokes regime. We also note that the
velocity of the sphere ismuch greater than the ideal knot sedimentation velocities, due
to its much smaller gyration radius.
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